November 2020

INDULGE A LITTLE

If your favorite nights out are still on hold, and social restrictions are still in place, how
about indulging yourself with a little opulence and glamour in your own home. In this
color palette, a dramatic, dark teal and black cherry hue are balanced with warm gold
and faded rose, while the soft lilac-grey illuminates and highlights. As winter draws closer
and the festive season beckons, get into the mood with this month’s offering of luxurious
colors for you and your family to enjoy throughout the celebratory season.

Desired Dawn
1314

Kung Fu
0109

Blooming Perfect
0062

Blue Period
0690

Child of the Moon
0914

Warm and decadent, create a space that caters for both entertaining and relaxation.
The velvety warmth of light to dark duo Kung Fu and Blooming Perfect, and the cooler
Desired Dawn are an ideal combination. Create a stylish focal point with sumptuous Kung
Fu for walls, and contrast with shaded lilac, Desired Dawn for fireplaces. Accessorize with
plush furniture and curtains in Blooming Perfect and statement lighting.

Break away from the traditional white ceiling and give guest bathrooms a luxurious
makeover with a wall-to-ceiling paint scheme in soft pink Blooming Perfect. Pale bluegreen tiles are a gentle complement, and a bathtub side in Desired Dawn with added
period features creates an environment of relaxed sophistication.
Dark and immersive, a monotone paint style in Blue Period transforms kitchen and dining
spaces. This deep and dramatic teal hue is strikingly elegant, especially when paired with
rich walnut furniture, dark marble surfaces and gleaming gold fittings.

Create a grand entryway with this allover statement paint scheme in glowing Child of the
Moon. Rich and warm, this golden hue is both opulent and inviting, ideal for staircases
and landings. For a truly polished result, spruce up tired banister spindles, skirting boards,
dado rails, door and window frames with the soft and illuminating Desired Dawn and
finish with glossy varnished wooden flooring and stairs.

Simple yet impactful, the deep plush shade, Kung Fu creates an elegant and modern
feature wall, while a complementary duo of Blooming Perfect and Blue Period on walls
and paneling showcases bolder styling. Whether you’re looking forward to entertaining,
or simply staying at home with the family this holiday season, explore the versatility of
this divine and luxurious palette.

In our next article we will be sharing mini-makeovers and quick DIY tips just in time for the
festive holiday season.

Color Guild look to Colour Hive, the international trend forecasting company, and publisher
of MIX Magazine for interior decorating advice and ideas. Colour Hive has a track record
of accurate color trend information and successful forecasts for the interior and contract
markets worldwide.
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